
Cloud Services
Cloud Computing has become an integral

part of the modern technology landscape.

To seize all the benefits of the cloud and

deliver tangible business outcomes,

enterprises must develop and execute

strategies that upgrade and streamline

their applications and data.
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Leveraging our cloud platform partnerships and extensive experience, we have helped

many Fortune-500 companies and start-ups from diverse industries embark on their cloud

journey. Over the last decade, we have successfully led strategic cloud initiatives such as

cloud-native design and development, monolithic to microservices architecture, enterprise

cloud migration and cloud optimization for TCO, utilization, and improvement in

operational metrics such as availability, resilience, and reliability.

With Now Cloud, you can delegate all

the technical aspects of implementing

secure cloud solutions to us while you

focus only on the responsibilities that

are crucial to the expansion and income

of your business. Get in contact with us

to learn about the best cloud strategy

for your company and to receive a

tailored plan for your particular

requirements

Our Offerings

 Creating meaningful cloud objectives and strategies is the first step in achieving growth in

the appropriate directions. Now Cloud offer specialised cloud advising services such as

technical infrastructure analysis, cloud readiness tests, cloud strategy development, and

rigorous cloud architecture planning. 

Cloud Advisory

Now Cloud



Cloud Application
Modernization

Utilize cloud modernisation technologies to stay aware of client needs and one step ahead

of the market dynamics and trends. With Now Cloud expert-led cloud migration services,

you can move your application to the cloud and get it ready for any situation or scenario.

Managed Cloud

With the help of our Managed Cloud modules, we provide the most specialised and efficient

cloud support services. Industry experts are on hand around-the-clock, 24X7 to address

your specific cloud-related issues, close security gaps, offer extended technical support,

manage cloud applications, and much more. Now Cloud guarantees that your organisation

won't experience any operational disruption with a short TAT.

Managed Cloud



Now Cloud provide the most secure data backup and recovery services on the market

because you will be handling some of the most sensitive information in your business, such

as intellectual property. To give your data the best protection possible, we use a 256-bit

encryption system and adhere to industry standard protocols.

Cloud Backup And
Recovery

Partnerships

Now Cloud has led strategic cloud initiatives such as cloud-native design and development, monolithic to

microservices architecture, enterprise cloud migration and cloud optimization for TCO, utilization, and

improvement in operational metrics such as availability, resilience, and reliability with various cloud

platform partners.

Now Cloud is a Microsoft Gold Cloud

As an AWS Advanced Consulting

Leveraging our Google Cloud

Productivity Partner and a Windows

Partner, Now Cloud helps clients

Platform partnership, we help

and Device Partner. 

As an AWS Advanced Consulting 

Partner, Now Cloud helps clients 

in implementing a highly scalable, 

and cost-efficient infrastructure 

on the AWS platform, with custom 

solutions for IoT and DevOps.

Leveraging our Google Cloud

Platform partnership, we help

customers with cloud strategy

assessment, cloud platform

evaluation, technology stack

selection, solution architecture

finalization, and application

development and deployment.



Consult Plan Develop Implement Support

Preferred partner for large scale Cloud Transformation engagements across diverse

industries like Home & Industrial Automation, Healthcare, Transportation, EV Charging,

Surveillance, Utility, and CPG

Delivered end-to-end solutions with Azure and AWS cloud platforms enabling scale up

to 100M+ connected devices

Team of 50+ engineers supporting Azure/AWS-based projects, 10+ Azure/AWS certified

experts

Impact on customer’s business metrics with Cloud expertise

50% reduction in TCO and TTM 

Monetize on additional revenue streams

Enable new business models 

20+ DevOps/CloudOps tools expertise

Why Now Cloud for Cloud Services and Solutions

Our Approach

We are a "People First" business. We constantly ensure the continuous success of our clients and

workers by placing problem solving ahead of anything else and walking the additional mile when

needed. This means that we appreciate our engagements with our staff as well as clients and base our

consultations on client’s specific aims which empower them to reach their company objectives. 



INTERESTED TO HAVE A
FREE CONSULTATION?

business@now-cloud.co.uk
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